SOLID-MODELING ON A MICROCOMPUTER?

You bet! With our new CS-5 solid modeling system, creating crayons like these is mere child’s play.

The CS-5 makes it very easy to define three-dimensional objects. You don’t have to type in coordinates or do any programming.

Images of outstanding quality are generated quickly with just a few simple commands. Surfaces can be selectively smooth-shaded and hidden lines automatically removed.

And best of all — this remarkably advanced system costs very little. The CS-5 generates sophisticated images like these for only $9700 — much less than you’d expect for so much power and performance.

The CS-5 operates as an intelligent terminal, 3-D graphics workstation, or as a stand-alone graphics system. It displays 512 x 512 pixel images with over 4000 colors simultaneously out of 16 million.

The system is designed to fit many applications. If you are an artist, designer, engineer, research scientist, or OEM, call or write for all the details.

BRINGING NEW LIFE TO OLD TECHNOLOGIES.